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De Novo Assembly with the 
Genome Analyzer
Several software packages that leverage the long paired reads and high data quality of the 
Genome Analyzer have been developed, enabling any lab to perform de novo sequencing.

Optimized fOr assembly

The utility of the Illumina Genome Analyzer for a broad 

range of applications is evidenced by an amazing rate 

of publication by the research community1. In addition 

to human-scale resequencing2 –4 and other applications 

requiring a reference genome, researchers are performing 

de novo assembly. Several important organisms have been 

sequenced for the first time as a direct result of the con-

sistently low error rates and long reads produced by the 

Genome Analyzer (Table 1). Because even small labs can 

now have world-class sequencing capabilities, much of 

this work has been done outside of genome centers. Not 

surprisingly, there has been a corresponding increase in 

the number of software packages for genomic assembly. 

 Traditionally, assembly of a genome without a refer-

ence was accomplished by the alignment of overlapping 

sequence between reads in an overlap-layout-consensus ap-

proach. Maximally overlapping segments were identified to 

build a consensus representation of the genome. However, 

the data output by the Genome Analyzer are markedly 

different than those generated with the old generation 

of Sanger sequencing technologies, and therefore, the 

overlap-layout-consensus approach is not as applicable. 

Long Reads, Flexible Insert Sizes, and High Data Quality

Genome Analyzer data are ideal for de novo sequencing, 

with read lengths demonstrated by researchers in excess 

of 100 bp and paired reads with insert sizes from 

200bp to 5 kb. As there is no reference sequence to correct 

sequencing errors post hoc, the production of high quality, 

long contig assemblies requires the high raw read 

accuracy provided by the Genome Analyzer.  

 Since hundreds of millions—or potentially billions—of 

Genome Analyzer reads are used to achieve a desired 

genomic coverage depth, overlap-layout-consensus 

methods produce many possible genomic layouts and are 

computationally intractable. Instead, novel algorithmic 

approaches make optimal use of the benefits of Illumina 

sequencing technology for de novo assembly. 

 

Many approaches to genomic assembly utilize graph 

theory, a well-explored area of applied mathematics  

and computer science. Pavel Pevzner and others at UCSD 

applied concepts from graph theory appropriate for 

Illumina sequencing data while creating their EULER 

assembler. The EULER approach is based on de Bruijn 

graphs, a mathematical construct that predates the 

concept of genomic assembly. This fundamentally 

different approach proved successful, and has since been 

adopted and extended in other assembly programs, 

including SSAKE, SHARCGS, VCAKE, and Velvet. 

figure 1: the genOme analyzer enables de nOvO 
assembly Of cOmplex Organisms

“the combination of long-paired reads and high data quality 
enabled us to complete de novo sequencing of a complex 
organism.” –ruiqiang li, ph.d., director of the bioinformat-
ics division of the beijing genomics institute, shenzhen.  
 using paired reads averaging 75 bp, bgi researchers 
generated 50× coverage of the three-gigabase genome with 
an n50 contig size of ~300 kb. 

table 1: examples Of de novo assembly using  
genOme analyzer data

genOme researchers

Apple Scab (Venturia inaequalis) U Western Cape, SA5

Buchnera aphidicola U Arizona6

Cucumber BGI

Giant Panda BGI

Eight Pine Plastomes USDA Forest Service7

Pseudomonas syringae Sainsbury Lab8
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velvet

Velvet has emerged as the most widely adopted de Bruijn 

graph-based assembly program. This free and open-source 

software provides direct support for data formats 

produced by the Genome Analyzer. Numerous Genome 

Analyzer users have successfully created de novo assem-

blies using Velvet. 

 The full algorithmic theory behind the Velvet program 

is detailed in a paper written by the software creators9,10. 

However, understanding these details is not a prerequisite 

to running the program. The user guide available for down-

load provides an explanation of the key concepts needed 

to run Velvet. Surprisingly, given the massive amount of 

data processing it performs, the computing infrastructure 

required is affordable and manageable for most labs:

A server or high-end workstation-class computer • 

equipped with 64-bit processor(s)

A Linux distribution operating system• 

At least 12 GB RAM • 

The GNU gcc compiler (a free component, standard • 

with most Linux installs)

The R software package (• www.r-project.org), including 

its plotrix package, is useful but optional

Using Velvet with Genome Analyzer Data

Using Velvet is straightforward and consists of two 

tasks: preparing data for processing with the executable 

velveth, and producing contigs with velvetg. 

 The velveth module directly supports several of the 

output formats produced by Illumina’s Pipeline software. 

Velvet supports the entire range of Genome Analyzer read 

lengths, and both single and paired-end read data. There 

are additional parameters that can be used to customize the 

analysis, however, typical uses of velveth require little more 

than providing the data files. Analyzing paired-end data 

only requires users to supply two additional parameters. 

 The second step, velvetg, requires input of a value for 

hash length, one of the most tunable parameters in the 

process. Increasing hash length decreases the possibility 

of two reads being incorrectly identified as overlapping. 

At the same time, increasing hash length also decreases 

total coverage, because the possibility of related overlap-

ping reads left unidentified also increases. Conversely, a 

smaller hash length increases total coverage, but causes 

more reads to be incorrectly defined as genomically over-

lapping. A few trial runs of Velvet followed by graphical 

data inspection (e.g., using the R package) will lead to the 

determination of an ideal hash length value. 

 The final output from Velvet is an assembly file. 

Assembly files can be read directly into programs designed 

for assembly visualization. Velvet’s assembly file format is 

directly compatible with the *.asg file format of the AMOS 

program. The AMOS package provides conversion programs 

that enable visualization in other assembly viewers. 

de novo sequencing in any lab

The unparalleled combination of read lengths, read 

depth, and paired-end insert size ranges generated by the 

Genome Analyzer is ideal for de novo assembly. Several 

informatics solutions have been developed to support this 

application, including Velvet.

 Velvet is an extremely powerful yet approachable 

open-source bioinformatics application for non-bioinformat-

icist scientists. Installation, setup, and basic execution are 

simple and well documented. While its memory require-

ments are not trivial, running Velvet is not complex and 

requires only commonly available consumer computer 

equipment. Whether using only a fraction of a lane for a 

bacterium, or several runs for a higher eukaryote, pairing 

a tool such as Velvet with the Genome Analyzer makes  

de novo assembly  available to any scientist. 
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additiOnal infOrmatiOn

Visit our website or contact us to learn more about 

Illumina Sequencing applications and software.


